
Textured Surfaces Brings Cascade Collection 
Glass Tiles to Brilliant Life

New tiles from Island Stone brings the subtle movement of water across its surface
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(WATSONVILLE, CA, MAY 26, 2020) Cascade Collection glass tiles 
from Island Stone combine classic shapes with a textured finish to create subtle 
movement on the surface that mimics water. A dynamic alternative to matte- or 
gloss-finish glass tile, the custom engineered texture offers a compelling visual that 
is modern and fresh. The aesthetic is ideal for creating a retreat-like vibe on shower 
walls, kitchen backsplashes, interior and exterior accent walls, and more.
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The tiles come in six nature-inspired colors—Midnight; Mojave;  
Oceana; Pure Silk; Stratos; Tule. The hues coordinate with Island Stone’s 
Glass Essentials line, allowing designers to easily mix  and match  
the tiles along the wall and around the room. Three patterns are available:  
1" x 2" Straight Set mosaic; 2" x 8" field tile; 6" x 12" field tile.

“ Cascade Collection 
tiles bring texture 
to everyday life, 
transforming any 
space into a dreamy 
oasis. The effect is 
particularly striking 
in the shower, where 
the texture mimics 
water trickling over 
the glass.” 
—NIGEL EATON, CEO OF ISLAND STONE

about island stone 
Island Stone has its origins in Indonesia, 
where company founders were inspired 
by the nation’s handicraft industry and 
natural stones to create the flagship Perfect 
Pebble Tile. The company’s original 
mosaics diversified into other natural 
mosaics, using exotic stones. Anchored 
in wanderlust for exploration, culture, and 
design, the company continues to evolve its 
creative use of natural and timeless materials, 
sourcing from distinct locales around the 
globe and featuring a range of natural stone 
tiles and mosaics, glass tiles and mosaics,  
as well as natural stone wall tiles and 
timber wall panels and cladding. For more 
information visit IslandStone.com or call 
1-800-371-0001. Follow Island Stone on 
Instagram for the latest updates. 
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2 x 8 field tile in Stratos herringbone installation

6 x 12 field tile in Mojave

Oceana Cascade Pure Silk Cascade Tule Cascade
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